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farmacoepidemiólogo
A pharmacoepidemiologist ( ga ) is a specialist medicine professional ( da ) in pharmacoepidemiology. 

fartedá
This word is widely used in the departments of Bolivar and Sucre in Colombia; its indigenous pronunciation of this region
is "fadtedá", and its meaning is: action typical of a farta person, that is, a person believed, conceited, refined, gomela.

farto
I farto or farta: 1 - person believed, refined, gomela. 2 vanity.

fascinante
1- Extremely attractive.   2- That fascinates by its extraordinary qualities.   I do not know where the anonymous friend
gets the "horrifying" and "horrendous" thing. 

fashion
Fashion: English word which in Spanish translates: fashion.

fat admirer
English expression which in Spanish translates: fat admirer. Applies to a person who looks up to 40 obese; admirer of
obesity ) or the man who is attracted to obese women.

fatalidad
Fatality: ( f.  ) Misfortune, misfortune, misery, adversity and misfortune.

fatalismo
Fatalism: m. belief in an absolute destination, without free will that can modify the preset course of events. In Islam, it is
the fundamental doctrine.

fauna silvestre
It is known as wildlife or wildlife to the set of animals that have not been domesticated and that cannot be the subject of
domestication. They are characterized by not need man for food and development.

favores sexuales
Plural of sexual favor .     1- A sexual favor is an exercise or abuse of power in which a person forces sexual activity on a
subordinate.  Sexual favors are requested and obtained as consideration for other favors, for example, promotions and
pre-preferential treatment in the workplace (in the case of employer and employee); best grades (in the case of teacher
and student).    2 .   Please grant a woman to a man, is to give that man the opportunity to have a sexual encounter
without any pressure against the aforement important woman.

favoritos
Favorite numbers are numbers of cell lines which can be called for free from other cell number whose owner has been
benefited with this promotion, which is implemented by the cell phone companies in order to attract more customers.



faxes
Faxes , plural of fax .  A fax is a device that allows you to send and receive graphic information over the telephone line. 

fátima
Fátima is a feminine given name of Spanish origin. 

fecundación in vitro
40 in vitro fertilization;I.V.F.  ) It is a technique by which the fertilization of the ovum by the sperm is produced outside
the body of the mother, which is done in a laboratory. It consists of the union of the sperm and the egg to form the
embryo which is then transferred to the uterus. This method is the main treatment for infertility when other methods of
assisted reproduction have not been successful.

fede
Fede: Affectionate treatment for the male proper name Frederick.

federico x
Frederick X is the new king of Denmark, following the announcement of the abdication of the throne of his mother
Margrethe II.  As a result, Frederick X becomes head of state, supreme authority of the Church of the Danish people,
and commander-in-chief of the Danish Armed Forces, as of January 14, 2024. 

feed
Feed: English word translated into the Spanish means: feed.

feed-back
It is a phrase which in Spanish translates: feedback, feedback.

feeling
Feeling: That English word in Spanish of translates: feeling, emotion.

feis
FEIS: m. Word that has been taken to refer to Facebook in Spanish: "I saw your photograph in the feis ".

feis
In this case the word " feis " If it is correctly written because it is adapted to the Spanish, and to castellanizada, obviously
no longer " face " you must write " feis "    ( in Spanish ) entering " face " It is still English term. For all the above it is
clear that who is wrong is the anonymous contributor making the previous comment.

felación
Fellatio: f. erotic activity in which a woman stimulates the lips and tongue all the structure of the penis. When the woman
is an expert feladora can even cause the male orgasm using this sexual practice.

feladora
A feladora is an exceptional woman who enjoys and simultaneously enjoy sensually applying his mouth and his tongue
on the structure of the penis.



felar
Text: vb. Suck, lick. Applies especially to the woman who performs this action by applying his mouth over the penis of
her beloved, boyfriend, husband or lover.

felatriz
Felatriz: f. female exceptional to enjoy and at the same time makes enjoy applying his mouth the entire penile body.

felicitaciones
Plural of congratulation.

feliz año!
Traditional greeting that occurs in the middle of the night of 31 December. This phrase congratulations among family
members, neighbors, acquaintances and friends, are desired at the precise moment that ends a year and start the new
year.

felícito
Felícito , is a masculine given name of Spanish origin.  From Felícito the feminine given name Felícita could have been
derived. 

female
Female: English word which in Spanish translates: female.

femicidio
Femicide, best, Femicide: murder of a woman, usually for reasons of gender.

feminicida
A femicide is a syndicated man of murdering a woman.

feminista
1- Belonging or relating to feminism .   2-Person who defends women's rights.

fenotipo
Phenotype: m.   (Biol.  )  Set of hereditary characters that an individual exhibits or stresses.

ferrari
1- The Ferrari is a sports car manufactured by the automotive company of the same name, which was founded by racing
driver Enzo Ferrari.    2- Ferrari, is a surname of Italian origin.

ferri
Ferri: (or best ferry) boat alternately performed the same route between two points, especially intended for the carriage
of heavy load such as vehicles, which must pass a river from one bank to another where there is no bridge.

ferrita



Ferrite: f. (FIS.  ) Electromagnetic material formed by a combination of ferric oxide with other oxides, allowing to
manufacture high-power magnets, 2 (Min.  ) Amorphous ferric hydroxide.

ferrocianuro
Ferrocyanide: m.   (Quim.  )  1. complex ion of iron and cyanide.  2. compound in which intervenes this complex ion.

festin
feast is incorrectly written, and should be written as "feast" being its meaning:<br>Feast: m. 1 - special celebration with
music, dance, food, etc. 2 - splendid feast.

festín
1- Party or celebration with music, drink and food.   2- Splendid banquet with abundant food. 

fetoscopio
A fetoscope is a fine medical instrument, using transabdominal lighting with fiber optics, that allows direct visualization of
the fetus.

fiao
A " fiao " It is a small credit that a shopkeeper asks a customer, commitment to this latest cancel such credit in a short
time.

fibroma
In medicine, a fibroma is a usually small benign tumor, which is exclusively formed by fibrous tissue.

fiesta brava
Referred to as fiesta brava to the corraleja or bullfighting Festival.

fiesta de reyes
The Feast of Kings is a celebration that takes place on January 6 to commemorate the adoration of the baby Jesus by
the three wise men, who came from the East and who arrived that day in Bethlehem with some presents for the
newborn. 

fiesta de toros
In the Colombian Caribbean coast, bullfighting, also called corrida de toros, brava and ceremony at corraleja is an event
consisting in dealing bulls in a fenced compound in a rudimentary way, named corraleja, are placed at the top  boxes in
which the audience is located.  In the ring, one by one the bulls are behind by street vendors (bullfighters) and
banderilleros walk, garrocheros horse; and even many of the spontaneous entering the square face reckless way these
animals.

fiestica
Fiestica, or best party, is the diminutive party.  It's a little party.

fiestón
Bash: m. augmentative of party.



fifa
F.I.F.A.: Acronyms of International Federation of associated football. FIFA is the governing entity of the federations of
football around the world, founded on May 21, 1904, is headquartered in Zurich, Switzerland.

fila de presos
It is a row of people that have been catch and who are accused of wrongdoing. These offenders are placed in a row in a
room or room conditioning with a special glass that identify a victim who is on the other side of the room to its
perpetrator.

filero
Filero: ( s.m.  ) Tape indicating or describes a line where a row of people must be placed.

filipe
Filipe is a masculine proper name believed to be of Portuguese origin.  It could have been derived from the proper name
of Spanish origin Felipe or from the proper name of Italian origin Filipo .

filippo
Filippo is a male proper name of Italian origin.  In Spanish it is equivalent to Philip and in Portuguese it is equivalent to
Filipe. 

filisteo
Philistine: ( adj.  ) 1 Jesus is the village probably of Indo-European origin, established between Syria and the
Mediterranean. The Philistines were the main enemies of the Israelites, but were defeated by Saul and David. 2 Jesus
said was vulgar and contemptible person or thing.

film
Film: Word of English origin, adapted to the Spanish as " 34 film;. Cinematographic film.

filmador
Filmer, ra: middleman who buys cattle, pigs, sheep, etc., then selling them to a slaughterhouse where they will be
slaughtered for human consumption.

filme
A film, from The English film, is a film. 

filmoteca
Film collection: f. 1 - Local where is conserved or shown film material. 2 Cabinet or shelf to save tape, films, videos, etc.

fin de semana
It is called a weekend on the last day of the week, and sometimes the last two days (Saturday and Sunday). 

finès
Purposes, sa: 1 - said are individual people who spread throughout Northern Europe and which gave name to Finland.
2. belonging to the Finnish: Finnish language.



finquero
Farmer: A farm owner.

fiona
"Fiona", is the name given to the storm that is hitting some Caribbean countries such as Puerto Rico, Dominican
Republic, among others. 

fílmico
Film, ca: relative to a film, a film or a video: film, film archive.

físico- atlético
Related physical fitness and strength, habidad and muscles of a person. Examples: been fisico-atletico, figure physical
and athletic.

físicoculturista
Bodybuilder: Person that he practiced bodybuilding.

flacuchento
Flacuchento, ta: that is very skinny. Synonym: skeletal.

flagelante
Flagelante: Person which, by penance, to pay a send or to thank God for a miracle or a divine autoflagela in public, to
bleed.

flagelantes
The Flagellants are those persons who, for penance, to pay a manda or thank a miracle to God or a Saint, is flogging in
public to bleed.

flagelar con azotes
Flogging, whipping, and fuetazos. Whip with a scourge.

flash
Flash: ( 41 English voice; A lamp which is used to take photographs in environments that are illuminated with artificial
light, or little illuminated. The Flash bouncing, high luminous intensity, is made to coincide with the moment of opening of
the shutter by means of a special device.

flauta de millo
Also called pito millet millet flute is a musical instrument of indigenous origin which is used in the interpretation of the
cumbia groups millo, bagpipes and others in the Colombian coast. It is manufactured handcrafted angled millo, corozo,
carrizo, corn, etc.

flavio
Flavio is a male name of unknown origin. It could have derived from another male proper name: Fabio.



flechazo
Love at first sight: ( m.  ) Arrow shot.

flechazo
Love at first sight: ( m.  ) Hit with an arrow.

flolklore
Folklore: English word adapted to the Spanish as folklore. Popular culture, customs, beliefs, legends, music and crafts of
a town or a region.

flow
Flow: English word which in Spanish translates: flow, manar.

flujo de semen
The person who asks, probably refers to pre-eyaculatorio fluid, pre-seminal fluid or semen discharged, which are
completely normal and natural features within a man's sexuality. In the case of pre-seminal fluid, is a liquid and colorless
discharge ( as a babita ) It is expelled through the urethra of penis before ejaculation and even before penetration, and
occurs when the man is sexually excited.

flujo nasal
It is a runny nose or runny nose that can get a person, accompanied by usually a crisis of flu and other ailments as
colds, frequent sneezing, cough, general congestion, etc.

fluvial y pluvial
River: adj. relative to the rivers: the river navigation is not possible in shallow rivers.RAIN: adj. relative to the rain or rain
waters: in the cities the stormwater drainage system serves to collect the rain water.

flying high
flying high: English expression which in Spanish means flying high.

fodongo
Fodongo and fodonga: ( in Mexico, ) Someone deranged, disorderly, and that perhaps because of laziness has a bad
appearance.

foehn
Foehn: m.  Warm, dry wind which blows intermittently summits to valleys in the Swiss Alps.

fogonazo
Flash: ( s.m.  ) Candelazo, Flash.

fogonear
Keep: ( vb.  )  Put something on the stove.



fogonear
Keep: ( vb.  ) Shoot a firearm.

folclórico
Folk: folklore or related with the. Examples: Folk music, folk festival.

foliar
Leaf: vb. Number the pages of a record.

folidol
Folidol, was the name of a powerful pesticide that was used to eliminate ants and other insects present mainly in
agricultural crops. 

folklore
Folklore: Word of English origin adapted to the Spanish as " 34 folklore; but it can also appear written as " 34 folklore; is
the set of beliefs, practices, legends, crafts, music, stories and dances that are traditional of a people or a culture.

fonda
Fonda , is a surname of unknown origin. 

food court
It is a phrase which in Spanish translates: food court.

food truck
It is an English expression that translates into Spanish : food truck. 

football
Football: Word of English origin adapted to the Spanish as football or soccer, is a competitive game between two teams
of eleven participants each, which is to introduce into the goal instead of a ball, driving it with the feet or head. English
was given that name mentioned sports, precisely because " 34 football; It means " foot and ball ". Synonym: football.

ford 54
A Ford car model 54, better known as Ford 54 is an old vehicle that came on the market, precisely, in the year 1954,
and that today is preserved as a true relic.   

ford fiesta
The Ford Fiesta is a car of the sedan line, manufactured by the company Ford Motor Company.

forma elegante para decir vomitar
The synonym of vomiting are " throwing " and " shed 34. However the way more elegant could be precisely " " vomiting.

formatear
In computer science is known as format to the action or process of delete or empty the entire contents of a hard disk, a



USB drive, a memory micro SD, etc.,

formateo
Format: m. action and effect of reformatting a computer, a memory or a smart phone.

formulario web
A web form is a digital document, designed for the purpose that the user enter structured data and precise ( names,
surnames, address, etc.  ) in the areas of the document intended for this purpose, to be stored and subsequently
processed.

forte
Forte , is a word of Italian origin that translated into Spanish means : strong . 

fotocélula
Photo: s. f.   ( FIS.  ) The light sensitive device, able to cause a current to be illuminated.

fotocinesis
Fotocinesis: f. (Biol.  ) Irritability caused by light and that requires certain animals to find the darkness when you are
subjected to the action of intense light, as the intense light of the midday sun, for example.

fotodetección
Photodetection, also known as photofines or electronic detection, is a system for detecting traffic infringements by taking
photographs by means of an electronic device installed in strategic areas of a pathway or artery.  However, for some
specialists, abuses and excesses against drivers in Colombia are often committed by this system.

fotoelectricidad
Xinchi: f. ( FIS.  ) Phenomenon consisting in the production of an electric current as a result of the irradiation of a
photoelectric metal.

fotogénico
It is said is what has good conditions to be reproduced on picture.

fotoperiodista
A photojournalist is a journalist who is primarily engaged in representing and communicating through photographs
certain events, themes or characters.  Don't confuse a photojournalist with a graphic reporter.

fotóstato
A photostat is a device which was used for creating photocopies and reproduce drawings, drawings, documents, etc.  
With the emergence and subsequent rise of the Internet, computing and digital media, this device has been virtually
disused,

fovial
formulation is incorrectly written, and should be written as "jovial" being its meaning:<br>Jovial: ( adj.  )  Cheerful,
smiling.



fox
Fox is a surname believed that it is of English origin, but that it could actually be of American origin. The hypothesis that
the origin is English arises because fox is an English word that translated into the Spanish means Fox.

foxe
Foxe: ( Foxe Channel 41 Canada; Canada channel between the Foxe peninsula of Baffin Island and Southampton
island.

fórmico
Formic: ( 41 acid;  Acid metanoico, first in the series of non-cyclic organic acids. It is a colorless liquid which is obtained
by the action of carbonic acid on sodium hydroxide. It is located in ants and nettles.

fórmula quinta
Formula V (Formula Quinta) is a Spanish musical group that at the time performed mainly pop ballads.  Among her most
popular songs are Eva Maria and Summer Vacation.

fórmula uno
Formula 1 ( F 1 ) is the largest and most popular motorsport competition in the world.   This competition takes place
mainly in England and Italy.

frac
FRAC: m. French word. A frac is a male jacket ceremony, with two flaps on the back.

fracaso amoroso
A love failure, sometimes known only as " failure " It is the event in which a person is married or is committed with
another person, but soon separates from it for some reason.

fracc
fracc is incorrectly written, and should be written as "frac" being its meaning:<br>FRAC: m. male robe coming ahead up
to the waist and the back has two skirts.

fragilidad
Fragile quality. 

fragmentado
Divided into fragments.

france 24
France 24, is the name of a subscription television channel that broadcasts its signal from France to the world. 

frances español
Spanish French is incorrectly written, and should be written as "French" being its meaning:<br>1. Relative to France and
Spain.  2. Applies to a person born in France, but nationalized Spanish.



francesca
Francesca is a feminine name.  He is believed to be of Germanic origin, but it could be of French origin, or even, of
Spanish origin.  In the latter case Francisco may have originated in male name.

franco suizo
The Swiss franc is the official currency of Switzerland.  Its symbol is FS.  One Swiss franc ( FS 1 . OO ) equals one
dollar and fifteen cents (US$1.15) 

frase célebre
A famous phrase is repeated, and well known phrase that tends to be cited in various contexts and whose authorship,
usually corresponds to a famous character. Some of the phrase famous are: "I have committed the worst sin that one
can commit: I have not been happy "   (Jorge Luis Borges ).   "There is no way to peace, peace is the road "   (Mahatma
Ghandi ).   "I only know that I know nothing about "   (Socrates ).   "Father, why have you abandoned me?   ( Jesus of
Nazareth ).

frase de cajón
Drawer phrases are phrases very common and used by all. In the sports context in interviews with players and football
technicians, both journalists how interviewees used many phrases " drawer ". One of these phrases of drawer, which
also became popular, was the pronounced by the Colombian player "The 34 kid; Valderrama in World Cup USA 94,
when journalists asked him: "Kid, how are you to the party today?  ".   "The kid responded: "All good, all good!  " This
has been reason for laughing for a long time.

frase en espanglés
It is that phrase or expression that is composed of the English and the Spanish words. Example: " OK, see you at 3:00 ".
In this case the abbreviation OK is English and means agreement, correct; and with the rest of the sentence, means: "
OK, see you at 3:00 ".

frazadas
Blankets: Plural of blanket. A blanket is a thick blanket that provides much heat, leads to periods of intense cold.

freezer
Freezer: Word of English than in Spanish translates: freezer.

fregadera
Sink: (f.  ) 1 - container that is used for washing dishes and other kitchen utensils.  Synonym: dishwasher.   2. a
container used to wash clothes.    Synonym: sink.  3. action disturb, scrubbing the life or annoy.

fregantina
Fregantina: (f.  ) Continuing discomfort, heaviness.  Synonyms: Sink, molestadera, jodedera.

fregar la paciencia
It is an expression used in the dedepartamentos of Bolivar, Sucre and Cordoba in Colombia, means: annoy, tease.

fregar la vida
Colloquial expression used in Colombia, and it means to harass, annoy: "That child is constantly scouring the 34 life;.



fregón
Mop .     ( adj .  ) That annoys, that annoys. 

freidora
Fryer.     ( female noun ) .   Container or apparatus used in the kitchen for frying food. 

frenada
Braking is a sudden halt.

frenazo
A slowdown is a violent and sudden braking.

frenillo
Bridle: m. device which has the function to avoid a tooth is run or I away, and that is placed to a patient by a dentist
specialized in orthodontics. Synonym: retainer.

frentazo
Hit hit with the forehead.

frentear
Frentear: (v.   ) Put the front before some unforeseen, face, go head-on and without fear in the face of any adversity.

frentera
Browband: 1-( feminine noun ) Part of the cabresto surrounding the front of the horses. 2 ( adjective ) Woman that is not
reserved, on the other hand makes things in front, regardless of which everyone becomes aware of what he did or does.

frentero
Frentero, ra: person which is not reserved, which makes the things in front, especially when it's something improper.

frentero
Frentero, ra: person who says things bluntly and straight, even if his words can hurt susceptibilities.

fresa
The dental bur is a metal instrument used in dentistry to cut, polish and carve tooth surfaces, and to remove and remove
decay. 

fricasé
Fricassee: m. Spanish form of the French word fricassee.

fricassée
Fricassee: French word adapted to the Spanish as a fricassee. The fricassee is a dish originating in France, which is
prepared with meat in chunks, vegetables, white sauce, and other ingredients.



friega
Scrub: Annoyance, nuisance. Something that causes disgust.

frijolada
A " frijolada " It is a food with a high content of beans.

friki
Geek is the Spanish form of the English word freaky.  This last word is translated in Spanish: rare, strange.

fritanga
In Colombia a fritanga is a stall of fried foods, especially of empanadas, arepas, carimañolas

fritanguera
A fritanguera is a woman who is dedicated to prepare and sell fried and Mexican, especially when used on public roads.

frizz
Frizz, is an English word which in Spanish translates: curls.

frías
In Colombia, one uses the term " cold " as a synonym for beers. Example: " Brother, let's take a cold ".

fronto-parietal
In medicine, specifically in orthopedics and traumatologiaia, the fronto-parietal expression refers or relates to the frontal
and parietal bones.

fronto-parietal
In medicine, specifically in orthopedics and traumatologiaia, the fronto-parietal expression refers or relates to the frontal
and parietal bones.

frotis vaginal
The vaginal smear is a test that is performed by taking a sample of vaginal discharge in order to detect any infections in
the vagina.

fruko
Julio Ernesto Estrada Rincón, better known as "Fruko" is a Colombian musician, founder and conductor of the Fruko
Orchestra and Sus Tesos.  He is also known as "El Violento", "El Cocinero Mayor" , "El Caminante", among other
appellations.

fruna
It's a little fruit-flavored treat. 

frutabomba
Debriefing: Name with is known the papaya in Cuba.  This fruit in Venezuela to give the name of Milky.



frutabomba
Debriefing: Name with is known the papaya in Cuba.  This fruit in Venezuela to give the name of Milky.

fruto del limonero
The fruit of the lemon tree is the lemon.

fruto del papayo
The papaya fruit is papaya, known in some countries as Milky.

fruto prohibido
The forbidden fruit, also known as fruit of good and evil, is the fruit that, according to the biblical account was produced
by the tree of life, which was planted in the center of the garden or paradise and which according to the express
instruction given by God to Adam and Eve, the latter should not eat for any reason.  It can be said that the Bible does
not mention a specific fruit such as apple, as popular belief suggests. 

fuck
Fuck , is an English word that translates into Spanish : m .  .  .  .  .    ( excrement, faeces) . 

fuego amigo
In military jargon, is called friendly fire or allied fire to the fire from the units or friends commands. For example, when in
a registry and control operation, a tactical error are two patrols of the army and enemy arises a showdown being
confused each side with the side.

fuego amigo
In the jargon military is called fire friend or fire allied to the fire coming from the units or commands friends. For example,
when in a registry and control operation, a tactical error are two patrols of the army and enemy arises a showdown being
confused each side with the side.

fuego fuego
Shoot, shoot! Antonym: high fire.

fuel injection
1 is a phrase which in Spanish translates: fuel injection.   2 it is an electronic fuel injection system used in modern
engines.  This system replaced the old system used Carburetors.  Chevrolet, Honda, Ford, Nissan, among other brands,
are pioneers in implementing this system.

fuentes históricas
Historical sources are all those documents, testimonies and objects containing information about events that have
occurred in a past tense.

fuerza disponible
In Colombia, the Available Force was a police unit tasked with controlling demonstrations, marches, public spectacles,
and other mass-attended events.  This unit was replaced by the public order group and by the Mobile Anti-Riot Squad
(ESMAD), formerly called the Anti-Riot Group. 



fuetear
Fuetear.     ( v .  Tr.  ) Whipping or assaulting someone with a snever. 

fuetera
Fuetera: (noun feminine) spanking, spanking, muenda, especially when the punishment is inflicted with a whip.

fulanito
Foo: Diminutive of so-and-so.

fulanito
Foo is the name of a group of Dominican origin, who plays mainly Dominican merengue.

fulano de tal
It is an expression that is used to mention someone who is not known or not to say his name.

full
Full: English word which in Spanish means full, full, full.

full bacano
This expression in espangles is widely used in Colombia. Consists of the English word " full " that translates as full, full,
full; and the Spanish colloquial term " bacano " which means pleasant, cool. So, the expression " full bacano " literally
means: pleasant full, being its synonym: cool completely.

full chévere
It is a widely used Spanglesa expression in some American countries.  It consists of the English word "full" which
translates : full, complete, completely; and the Spanish term of African origin "chévere" which means pleasant, great,
bacano.  So things, the expression full chévere literally means : pleasant completely, being its synonym : full bacano.  .

full equip
full equip is incorrectly written, and should be written as "full team" being its meaning:<br>This is an expression in
espangles which means " 34 complete equipment; and it refers to a car equipped with air conditioning, radio, CD and
DVD player, seats and wheels, etc.

full equipo
A car " full equipment " It is one that is equipped or well endowed with full equipment. This means that you must have air
conditioning, radio and 40 CD player; what was previously called radio-bodkins ) upholstery and luxury wheels, climbing
electric glasses, etc.

full equipo
It is an expression espanglesa which means: full team.

fuminaya
Fuminaya is a surname whose origins may be in the Department of La Guajira, Colombia.



funciones
Functions: occupations. Particular activities which correspond to someone or something: in the company where you
work, José performs the functions of supervisor.

fundamentalmente
Fundamentally, is an adverb in mind or adverb in a way whose synonyms are: basically, mostly, primarily, first.

fungi
Fungi: m. realm comprising fungi.

fungicida
It is known as fungicide to any substance that is able to eliminate fungi. 

funza
Funza is a town and municipality in the Colombian Department of Cundinamarca.  It has an approximate population of
80. 000 inhabitants . 

furgoneta
Van: f. closed vehicle smaller than the truck and the vehicle, used for the carriage of goods, and particularly in the
transportation of food.

furoya
Furoya, is the name of a contributor to this dictionary.  However it is not possible to determine whether Furoya is a male
or female name, a pseudonym, or a nickname.  Furoya, you have the floor, please clear these questions.

fusagasugá
Fusagasuga, also known as Fusa, is the name of a municipality in Colombia, located in the Department of
Cundinamarca.  Population: 140. 000 inhabitants approximately.

fusagasugueño
Fusagasugueno ( na ): person born in the municipality of Fusagasugá, Colombia.

futbolístico
Football: adj.  The football or related to the sport: football match. Synonym: Rocio.

futre
Futre. m. In chile: 1 well dressed person. 2. In rural areas, a plantation owner, pattern.

futura esposa
The bride-to-be is the girlfriend or fiancée.

gabardina
Gabardine: f. strong and dense fabric of wool or cotton.



gaby
Gaby: 1- Affectionate way of calling or referring to Gabriela.    2- Gaby, is the stage name of Panamanian rapper
Winston Alfaro Brown, who is the interpreter of the song EL MENEÍTO, recorded in 1992. 

gaby linda
Gaby Linda, is a feminine proper name; Obviously it must be nice.

gaélico
Gaelic, ca: adj.  Relating to Wales.

gaita hembra
The bagpipe is a large flute-like wind instrument. There are two types of bagpipe: bagpipe male and female bagpipe.
The bagpipe " male " It has a single digital hole, while to the bagpipe " female " It has five. The bagpipe is a typical
musical instrument of the Colombian Caribbean coast. In fact, in this region there are bagpipe bands.

gaitero
Piper: ( and Piper ) A person who plays the bagpipes.

gaitero
Piper and Piper: person that makes part of a group of bagpipes.

galapero
Galapero: (and Galapera) person born in the municipality of Galapa, in the Department of Atlántico in Colombia.

galáctico
Galactic : ( and galactic ) 1- Pertaining to or relating to the Milky Way.    2- The "Galacticos", as some players of the Real
Madrid football team were called, among them Luis Figo, Ronaldo and David Beckham. 

galápago
A tortoise is a freshwater animal similar to a turtle but smaller than this. Very appetizing meat, this reptile abounds in the
departments of Bolivar, Sucre and Cordoba in Colombia. It is characterized by being an aggressive animal that could cut
off a finger to a person with their sharp teeth.

galeno
Galen: optional.

galilea
Galilee: Northern Region of ancient Palestine, mountainous and fertile soil bathed in the Jordan and the sea of Galilee.
He understood the country from the tribes of Asher, Naphtali, Issachar and Zebulun.

galisina
Galisina: f. ( Quim.  ) Dextrorotatory, dextrin-like substance.



gallada
Crowd: (s.  (f).  ) 1 - group of friends who meet to talk and share.    2 group composed of members of the same family
(brothers, cousins, uncles, nephews, etc.  ) which meets or moves to a certain point.

gallera
Gallera (female noun) 1- Chicken coop in which fighting roosters are bred.   2- Small coliseum built and suitable for
cockfights. 

gallero
Chicken coop : ( adj .  ) 1- Owner of a chicken coop.    2- Fond of cockfights.    3- Man who is dedicated to the breeding
of fine or fighting roosters. 

galleta
A cookie is a roll of round or square shape, made from a dough of flour, butter, eggs and other ingredients, baking in the
oven until ready to be consumed.

gallina flaca
To sell something at a skinny chicken price is to sell it well below its real price.  This situation sometimes occurs in large
businesses in which the State sells a public company to a private one. 

gallinacear
Gallinacear: Said of a man, fall in love with, compliment a woman.

gallito
Cock and pirigallito, names given in the colloquial language to the clitoris.

gallo
Gallo , is a surname of Spanish origin . 

gallo tapado
It is said of that character that he has some power or wealth, but also has something to hide. 

galón
Qt: m. In colloquial language, truck or car too old, almost useless.

gama alta
The term "high-end" is used to refer to all those devices and vehicles who have great quality, with the best performances
and which have a more or less expensive.

gambeta
Dribbling: f. movement making a football player to retain the ball and escape to the contrary. Synonym: Driblin.

gambeteador



In football, the team is the player who makes gambetas.  The team is a skilled player and is capable of making some
plays showy as "Bicycle", "The eight", "The tunnel", "The hat", "La chilena", among others.  Synonym: Driblador.

gambetear
Gambetear: vb. 1 In football and other sports, make a quick turn that allows you to circumvent the contrary, escape it
and move forward with the mastery of the ball. Synonym: dribble. 2 Run in zigzag.

gamer
A gamer is a gamer, a person fond of video games.

gameto femenino
The female gametes are female sex cells, also called eggs.

gameto masculino
The male gametes are male sexules, also called sperm cells.

gametogénesis
Gametogenesis: f. ( Biol.  ) Formation of gametes or sexual elements of both sexes, by gametogenos bodies.

gamez
Gamez, is a surname of Spanish origin.  It is believed to have originated from the Spanish surname Agamez. 

gamonales
The gamonales are people who, in a city or a country, exert an excessive influence is political or administrative matters.

ganador
Winner : ( adj .  ) That wins.   Antonym : Loser . 

ganarse la vida
Work, getting through a job or any independent activity goods and money which allow to live.

gancho de derecha
In boxing, the right hook is the punch that gives a Boxer with the right fist directly to his opponent, below Chin up with
arched arm and forearm.

gangazo
A bargain is an offer, a promotion offered by a commercial establishment in which customers can purchase all kinds of
items and goods in general at very low prices.

gangster
Gangster: Word of English origin adapted to the Spanish as " gangster ". A gangster is a criminal who is part of a violent
and persistent criminal organization, which in English is known as " 34 gang;     ( gang in Spanish ).



garabatazo
Garabatazo: (s. m.)  ) 1 - pull the rider gives with the Scribble to hurry to the donkey.   2. beat given with a scribble.

garabaticos
It is called " garabaticos " the form of a boy or girl of degree zero or first writing, when it scarcely is learning to write.

garabaticos
It is called " garabaticos " the form of a boy or girl of degree zero or first writing, when it scarcely is learning to write.

garabato
Another definition for Scribble: called scribble a dance characteristic of the Carnival of Barranquilla; also called as well
the parade in which participants, carrying scribbles, are running this dance or dance: yesterday I went with my family to
see the dancers in the parade of the Scribble.Called dance and parade of the Scribble because the dancers carry this
instrument to be used as a means of Defense when those costumes also are parading, among them the guise of death,
simulate attacking them ( this is a game that is part of the 41 event;

garage
Garage: Word of French origin, adapted to the Spanish as a garage. Room or space in a House to store cars. Synonym:
garage.

garbo
Garbo: (s.  m.  ) Grace, poise and brilliance, especially in the form of acting, moving or walking.  Synonym: Donaire

garnatada
In the colloquial language, a garnatada is a slap.

garrafón
Jug: m. wide and round glass with long and narrow neck. Synonym: carafe. 2. Glass bottle for water.

garrapaticida
Acaricide: (M.  ) Chemical used to remove ticks.

garrochero
In the traditional corralejas in the Colombian Caribbean coast, a garrochero is a Horseman who pursues riding a bull to
chop with a pole.

garrotear
Garrotear: ( vb.   ) Give gorrotazos someone.

gas pimienta
Pepper: m. It is a gas which produces an intense burning in the eyes, as well as itching and itching all over the body,
which is used by the police in some countries to control and immobilize a person that is altering the order and who
resists arrest.



gaseosa
A soda drink, known as " gaseous " It is a drink prepared with gas, as well as other ingredients like extracts, dyes, water
and sugar. In some countries like Venezuela, is known as " fresh ". In others it is known as " soft drink ".

gasodoméstico
Gasodomestico: (m.  ) Appliance for domestic use that uses gas as the energy source.

gasoil
Diesel: ( m.  ) Volatile liquid oily appearance; He is obtained by fractional distillation of crude oil. It is used in Diesel
engines and as fuel in homes, for example in the production of light or lighting by oil lamps, very used previously, when
electric power was scarce, especially in remote villages and in rural areas.

gasolina extra
Extra gasoline, also known as premium gasoline, is a type of gasoline that is characterized by being thinner and much
cleaner than running gasoline.   Another feature that makes the difference between extra gasoline and current is octane,
which in the first is much greater.

gassier
Pierre Gassier: Art critic, born in France, but settled in Spain, where he has done much of his work. Considered the
maximum Goya specialist.

gastón
Gaston 1- Own male name of Spanish origin .   2- ( adj .  ) It wastes, it spends a lot. 

gastroenteritis
Gastroenteritis is a gastrointestinal infection that usually occurs in boys and girls, and which produces as well as
vomiting, what is scientifically known as acute diarrheal disease ( E.D.A.  )

gate
Gate is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Gates" being its meaning:<br>Bill Gates, is a businessman and
American philanthropist, founder and owner of the company Microsoft, the most important in the field of computer
science around the world.

gatito
Diminutive of cat.

gato negro
Since ancient times, and until our times, the black cat has been regarded as a magical animal, however for some
superstitious people is ominous and of bad omen found with a black cat day Tuesday 13.

gato por liebre
" Put cat poke " is a colloquial expression meaning: fool someone making it think that something is original or very good
quality when in fact isn't it.



gato subido en una persona dormida
Bold Jack. I imagine the fright of the person to wake up, if you are a woman cry must be heartbreaking.

gaúcho
Ronaldo de Assis Moreira, better known as Ronaldinho Gaúcho or simply Ronaldinho, is a former Brazilian footballer. 
He participated in several football world championships wearing his country's jersey.  

gay
Gay (pronounced guei) .   1- It is an English word that in Spanish translates: homosexual.  It applies especially to that
man who is sexually inclined towards individuals of the same sex. 

gemación
Budding: (f) (Biol )  Method of sexual reproduction of single-celled beings and certain lower animals, in that the offspring
is formed as buds or warts on the cell or organism mother.  2 (Bot.  )  Formation of buds, buds or buttons on the plants.

gemir
1- Emit moans for pain or pleasure. 

gemir haciendo el amor
Most of the women moan when they make love, especially when they are on the verge of having an orgasm, which is
very exciting and it might be pleasant for the man.

generador
Generator, ra: all machine capable of producing energy or transform one type of energy into another. It is said is in
particular of appliances that transform any type of energy into electrical energy. Synonyms: Generator, transformer.

genial
Great: adj. outstanding, excellent, super-genius: person with great intelligence or ability to create or invent new things.

gennesis
gennesis is incorrectly written, and should be written as "genesis" being its meaning:<br>Genesis: m.  1 origin of one
thing, principle.  2-first book of the Bible in which is explained the origin of the world and the creation of man and nature.

gentilicio ecuadoriano
The Gentile of people born in Ecuador is "Ecuadorian", although it may be, that in some regions of that country, they
colloquially call them "Ecuadorians".  In this regard, please request that any contributor or reader of this Dictionary clear
this doubt. 

geo
Geo: Apocope of Georgina, own name female. GEO is also the loving treatment for this name.

geoanticlinal
Geoanticlinal: adj.   (Geol.  )  It said were of the bulge of the Earth's crust moves epirogenic-driven.



george
George (pronounced Yorch), is a masculine given name of English origin.  In Spanish it is equivalent to Jorge. 

geos
GEOS is the name given to a series of American satellites for geodetic studies.

geotermia
Geothermal energy: f. ( Geol.  ) Part of geology that deals with the thermal processes of our globe.

gerald
Gerald , is a masculine given name.  From its writing, many people believe that it is of English origin, however, in reality
its origin is German.  In Spanish it is equivalent to Gerardo. 

germain
Germain is a name of French origin, could have given rise to the name of Spanish origin Germán. The name Germain
has been Spanish form and in this case should be written with accent on the i ( Germain ).

gerundiada
Gerundiada: ( f.  ) Affected and ridiculous phrase.

gervasio
Gervasio is a male name, which although it is believed that it is of Greek origin, everything indicates that in fact its origin
is Spanish.

gesto simbolico
Symbol of non-verbal communication. Body expression where a gesture means or says something.

gestora cultural
A cultural manager is a woman who supports, defends and promotes culture. 

gigabyte
Gigabyte (pronounced yigabait and abbreviated GB) .   In computing, it is the storage unit of a memory, equivalent to
one billion ( 1 . 000 . 000 . 000 ) of bytes .

gil
Gregorio Jesús Gil y Gil, better known as Jesús Gil y Gil, was a Spanish politician and sports leader.  At the time he was
president and maximum shareholder of Club Atlético de Madrid.  Precisely, being president of this club he became
infamous for expressing the following statement: "To this black man I cut off his head", referring to the player Adolfo "El
Tren" Valencia. 

gil y gil
Gregorio Jesús Gil y Gil (The Burgo de Osma, Soria, 1933 - Madrid, 2004 ) was a businessman, politician and Manager
of Spanish soccer. Author of the famous phrase " that black short you head " expressed in the midst of a tantrum and
referring to the player Adolfo " 34 train; Valencia, which was branded as racist by means of communication.



gimnasta
Person who practices artistic gymnastics or rhythmic gymnastics. 

ginebra
Gin is an alcoholic beverage that is obtained by distillation of different cereals, are being rectified with juniper berries,
and is flavored with cardamom, angelica and other herbs that give it a characteristic aroma.

gitano-maracucho
A gitano-maracucho is a Gypsy who comes out of the Iberian peninsula and settled in Maracaibo in Zulia State in
Venezuela.

giuriska
giuriska is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Yuriska" as meaning:<br>Yuriska: Name own female of
unknown origin. Is affectionate, intelligent and original.

glaciación
Glaciation: f. (Geol.  )  Terrestrial period in which the overall temperature of the Earth fell significantly, giving rise to the
expansion of the ice was considerable. The glacial periods have existed in almost all geological eras, but usually refers
to the four glacial periods that took place during the Quaternary.

glaciarismo
Referred to as glacial to the set of theories and hypotheses that attempt to explain the phenomenon of the glaciations,
the development of current glaciers and their geodynamic importance.

glamur
Glamour is the way Spanish of the word French glamour.

glamuroso
Glamorous and glamorous: ( adj.  ) Applies to a person who has glamour.

glandulas
Glands, leads tittle in the first ' ': f. The glands are organs of the body that produce certain necessary substances to the
body: the pancreas is a gland that helps in digestion.

glass
Glass: English word which in Spanish translates: glass, crystal.

glorificar
glorify.    ( verb tr .  ) 1- Make something glorious or someone .    2- Praise or praise a person or thing, or make it worthy
of honor or prestige. 

glotoplastia
The glotoplastia is a surgical procedure by means of which an Otolaryngologist achieves the feminization of the voice of
a transsexual.



gocho
In Venezuela they called gochos and gochas to persons born in Caracas and in some areas of the Andean region.

godinez
Godinez is the name of a boy of approximately 11 years, friend of the chavo, Kiko, ñoño and chilindrina, in the popular
television series El Chavo Del Ocho.  Godinez is played by Horacio Gómez Bolaños, and as a main feature he wears
shorts with chargers and wears a cap. 

godín
Diego Roberto Godín Leal is a Uruguayan footballer.  He works as a defender and is currently part of his country's
national football team. 

godzilla
Godzilla was a monster Japanese fictional. Of enormous size, this monster similar to a dinosaur saved to Japan and to
the rest of the world of the chaos, according to the story depicted in several films of science fiction.

goes
40 GOES; 41 special operations group; It was a unit of the Colombian police, which as its name said it was a command
responsible for carrying out some special operations against the gangs of organized crime and ordinary crime. He was
replaced by the joining ( Anti-hijack and extortion ) unit, and currently operates under the name of GAULA, which is a
unit of secret agents, all of them equipped with automatic weapons.

gol de arquero
It is the goal that is attributed to an error of the Archer.

gol de camerino
The goal in camerino is the goal that gets a team in the first seconds of the match, before completing a minute of play.

gol olímpico
The Olympic goal is a goal that is annotated by a play's corner kick, in which the ball, kicked by player charged, made a
curve in the air and enters the goal unless it can be deflected or touched previously by any other player.

golazo
Goal: m. In soccer, spectacular goal, achieved through a previous play bright and well conceived.

gold
Gold: English word which in Spanish translates: gold.

golden
Oscar Golden was a ballad singer born in Colombia. His name's battery was Oscar Isaac Goldenberg Jimenez.
Ventured into the so-called " new wave " of the music Latin American to beginning of the Decade of the years seventy.

golden
Golden, is an English word which in Spanish translates: Dorado.



goldita
"Goldita", is the way as the Puerto Ricans pronounce the word "gordita" (diminutive of gorda)

goleada
Win: f. in football, large amount of goals with which a team defeats another in a party: in the World Cup in Brazil in 2014,
the selection of Germany delivered a landslide to Brazil ( 7-1 selection ).

goleador
In football, the striker is player that specializes in scoring many goals.  Previously, the teams played with three strikers,
and among them, which stood in the Centre (front center) which was more goals.  scoring.  This player was marked with
the number 9 and had a special peculiarity: could score goals with both legs, head of "palomita", de chalaca, of
half-volley, taquito, etc.  A good striker should be also skillful and gambeteador.

golear
Thrashing: ( vb.  ) In football, score many goals to the opposing team, especially when the winning team does not
receive one single or receives very few.

golero
Goalkeeper: ( m.  ) The name given in some countries of the Americas to the vulture. In Venezuela it is known as
Vulture.

golondrinos
The swallows are boils departing in the armpits.

golpe bajo
Failure in which incurs Boxer when he hits to its container below the waist.  2. Malicious action which intends to do you
harm or cause harm to someone.

golpe de suerte
A stroke of luck or fortune beat is an extraordinary event that occurs without notice for fortune to someone, as for
example when that someone hits the lottery number.

golpetazo
Strong, violent and noisy blow, especially when it is a given blow with some blunt object.

gomelo
A riman is a teenager who adopts an appearance and some strange behaviors. For example, uses quirky haircuts, is
refined to speak, using many gestures and emphasizing certain words or syllables, in a repetitive manner and without
using phrases 34 or " " nothing to do " " let me decit " " that note " etc; use earrings, and finally often placed the jeans
very below the waist.

gomería
A gum shop is a small workshop in which tires are repaired and sold. 



gomina
Gum is a gel that is used to fix hair. 

gonorrea
Gonorrhea: f. infectious sexually transmitted disease that can affect both men and women. In man it is characterized by
the constant oozing through the penile urethra.

good afternoon
English expression which in Spanish translates: good afternoon.

good evening
English expression which in Spanish translates: good evening. Synonym: good night.

good morning
English expression which in Spanish translates: good morning.

google tradutor
Google translator is incorrectly written, and should be written as "translator google translator web of google." still its
meaning:<br>In English: Google website translator, which in Spanish means: google web translator.

google website translator
English expression which in Spanish translates: google web translator.

gordana
Gordana .    ( feminine noun ) 1- Unto de res .    2- It is known as gordana to the curdled lard. 

gordi
Gordi: Apocope of chubby and plump, which in turn are diminutives of fat and fat respectively.

gordiflón
Gordiflón: ( adj.  ) Fat, plump.

gordillo
Gordillo is a surname of unknown origin that can be found in some Spanish-speaking countries.

gordis
Gordis: adj.   ( colloquial ) Loving treatment given to a FAT or a FAT: "Hello, gordis, how you going?  ".

gordito
Chubby: Diminutive of fat.   "That child is a chubby ".

gordo de navidad



The Christmas gordo is a lottery of Spain, whose draw takes place on December 22.

gottfried leibniz
Gottfried Leibniz: ( 1 ° July 1646 - 14 November 1716 in Hanover ). He was a philosopher, mathematician, lawyer,
librarian, Professor of philosophy and German politician, author of the philosophical term " theodicy ".

gouache
Gouache: ( 41 French voice; Technical painting, consisting in applying colors diluted in water and rubber in the form of
opaque layers.

gourmet
Gourmet: m.   (French word ). 1. Exquisite meal of refined preparation. 2. Person to whom the like good food. Synonym:
gourmet.

gozadera
Gozadera: ( f.  ) Fun and revelry, bustle, jarana.

gozón
A gozón or gozona is a person who is prone to enjoy, or enjoy the good things. He is a very cheerful, friendly and
sociable person.

grado cero
In the Colombian educational system the zero degree is the degree that precedes the degree first of primary basic
education, which a few years ago it was called kinder, then he was called preparatory and currently referred to as
degree of transition.

grado uno,dos y tres
First, second and third grades are, either in basic primary or basic secondary education. In basic primary, in Colombia,
to first grade the degree of transition that was previously called kinder, then above it called preparatory and later called
ground zero.

graduados
The graduates, is the name of a musical, very popular in the central area of Colombia.

graffitero
Graffiti, ra: person who is dedicated to drawing graffiti on the walls and walls in public spaces.

graffitero
Graffiti, ra: person who adopts a sometimes anti-social conduct, which consists of drawing graffiti on walls and walls,
especially those that are located in public spaces. When behavior is antisocial, the graffiteto is given the synonym of:
vandal.

gran polémica
The Gran Polémica Nacional De Los Deportes , was a sports program that aired on the radio network Caracol; it started



at 8: 00 PM and involved sports narrators and commentators from all the cities of Colombia.  The main theme of this
program was to polemize about the different sports topics, especially about football.  As always happened, the Todelar
network created a program on the same schedule and with a similar theme, under the name Of the Great Debate. 
Another very popular radio station did not fall behind and I create a similar program with the name Of Controversy. 

grancolombiana
Grancolombiano (and grancolombiana).    1-Belonging or relating to the former Grancolombia, state formed by
Colombia, Venezuela and Ecuador.   2- Corporación Grancolombiana de Ahorro y Vivienda (Granahorro) was a financial
corporation in Colombia, which some years ago was acquired by BBVA. 

grandilocuente
Grandiloquent : ( adj .  ) Who speaks or writes grandiloquently. 

grandiosísimo
Grandiosisimo: Superlative of grandiose.

grandote
Big: ( adj.  )  Augmentative of large.

grandotote
grandotote is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Grandote" being its meaning:<br>Augmentative of large.

grasa en inglés
Fat, is a word of Spanish origin that in English translates: grease .  Grease is the name of a musical film released in
1978, starring John Travolta and Olivia Newton. 

gratificante
Rewarding.    ( adj .  ) That provides satisfaction or pleasure. 

gratiniano
In the colloquial language, receive something from gratiniano is to receive it for free, without paying a penny.

grazie mille
It is an Italian expression that in Spanish translates : thank you very much. 

grill
Grill, is an English word which in Spanish translates: Grill, grill.

grill-room
Grill-Room: (English-speaking ) Usually located in the basement of a hotel, and restaurant equipped with a grill where
roasted meat in view of customers.

gripa



Flu, is synonymous with flu. 

gris
1- Color similar to the color of ash or steel.     2- "Gris", is the name given to the single that the interpreter Juanes is
preparing to launch to the music market. 

griselda
Griselda: (Lit.  ) Figure of the medieval legend, heroine of conjugal fidelity and humility.

griselda
Griselda: (Lit.  ) Figure of the medieval legend, heroine of conjugal fidelity and humility.

grizzli
Grizzly: m. North American bear skin reddish gis: the deer are the world's largest terrestrial carnivores.

grooming
Grooming: English word which in Spanish translates: clean, groom ( preening ).

groso modo
Latin expression meaning: an approximate, without going into details, in a superficial manner mode.

grumete
Grumete: m. apprentice sailor who helps the crew of the boat in their tasks.

grupito
Group : Group diminutive; is sometimes used in derogatory form. 

guacala
eWw is incorrectly written and it should be written as "eWw" being its meaning:<br>EWw!: interjection, used to express
or denote disgust, revulsion.

guachafa
Guachafa: In Venezuela in the popular language, guachafa is guachafita, disorder, relaxation, hustle and bustle.

guacharaca
The guacharaca is a musical instrument from scratch, mainly used in the vallenato. Consists of two parts: the same
guacharaca, of corrugated surface and comb or fork, made of wire with a wooden handle, used to tear the guacharaca
corrugated surface which produces a characteristic sound. Its interior is carved canoe-shaped. The guacharaca has a
length of about 35 centimeters approximately.

guacharacazo
Hit with the guacharaca, musical instrument.



guacharaquero
The guacharaquero is the musician who plays the guacharaca in a joint vallenato.

guacherna
The costumed is a parade in the carnaval of Barranquilla. This is done in the Friday night one week before the start of
the Carnival.

guachimán
Guachiman: Spanish form of the English word watchman that translated into the Spanish means serene, guard.

guadalajara
Guadalajara de Buga, better known as Buga, is a city in Colombia, located in the department of Valle del Cauca.  It has
an approximate population of 200. 000 inhabitants . 

guaguancó
The guaguancó is a musical rhythm originating in Cuba.

guanabanazo
Street vendors or informal vendors have some wit to promote products that sell. For example, chicha or soursop juice
sellers promote him shouting: " I have the guanabanazo " " try the guanabanazo " " rico the guanabanazo " etc.

guandólo
Guandolo is called to a homemade drink that can become intoxicating and is produced from the fermentation of certain
ingredients.

guandulada
A guandulada is a food with a high content of lab.

guandú
Guandú or guandul, is a plant of the legume family that produces an edible seed also called guandú or guandul.

guantanamera
Guantanamero and guantanamera: person born in the city of Guantanamo, ( Cuba ).

guao
Wow is incorrectly written and it should be written as "wow!" being its meaning:<br>Wow! : Interjection that is expressed
AWE, surprise or admiration.

guao
Wow: Surname of unknown origin that can be found in some regions of Colombia, in fact, have a friend speaker here in
the city of Barranquilla, who has worked at several radio stations, and Mauricio Rider Guao called.

guapachosa



A guapachosa is an enthusiastic, partying and cheerful woman; It is also a woman prone to feel joy.

guapachoso
Guapachoso and guapachosa: 1 - person enthusiastic, cheerful or prone to feel joy.  2 person who like the fiesta and the
cumbancha.

guapachoso y oso
The name of a song of the genus is salsa, performed by Ricardo Ray and Bobby Cruz.

guapachoso y oso
The name of a song of the genus is salsa, performed by Ricardo Ray and Bobby Cruz.

guapamente
Guapamente: ( Advisor.  ) With courage.

guapear
Guapear: vb. Fight, fight, persist.

guapirrear
Guapirrear: ( colloquial ) Give cries of happiness.

guaquero
Guaquero and guaquera: person who excavates and research in a guaca in search of money that is supposedly hidden
in it.

guaquero
Guaquero and Guaquera: person who dedicates itself to look for treasures in tombs and archaeological sites of the
ancestor or Prehispanic era.

guarachar
Guaracha: ( vb.  ) Cumbanchar, partying, go on a spree.

guarachar
Guaracha: ( vb.  ) Cumbanchar, partying, go on a spree.

guarachera
A guarachera is a follower of the guaracha, musical rhythm originating in Cuba.

guarachero
Guarachero : ( and guarachera ) 1- Person who composes or performs guarachas .   2- Person who likes guaracha.    3-
Person who is prone to arming or participating in them.



guarapera
Guarapera: Woman who prepares and sells sugar.

guarapero
Guarapero ( and guarapera ) .    Person who is dedicated to the elaboration and sale of guarapo. 

guardabosques
Ranger: Person responsible to monitor and take care of a forest.

guardavidas
A lifeguard is a lifesaver or lifeguard water.

guardia real
The Royal Guard is the military corps belonging to the Spanish Armed Forces, responsible for ensuring the security of
the Royal Family. 

guarnicionero
A SADDLER is a SADDLER.

guaro
In the Colombia paisa region, he is called guaro liquor and other alcoholic beverages.

guarro
Piggy: m. and f. pork, animal farm: my aunt told me: "We are going to give food to the piggy and you'll see how do not
do much noise ". Synonyms: Pork, marrano.

guarrú
Parts of the Colombian coast called " guarru " the seat of the coffee, which is that part of ground grain that sits at the
bottom of the Pan after boiling coffee.

guarura
Guarura: m. In Mexico, usually stout person who accompanies another to protect it using force physical if required.

guasap
Guasap, is the Spanish form of the word WhatsApp.

guatapurí
Guatapurí, is the name of a river in the Department of Cesar, Colombia. Born in the Sierra Nevada Mountains and flows
into the Cesar River, near Valledupar, capital of the Department.

guatemala
Guatemala : 1- Central American country .   2- Name with which the capital of that country is known and whose official
name is New Guatemala of the Assumption. 



guatemalteco
And also Guatemalan, are the demonyms of people born in Guatemala, a country in Central America. 

guatuzaca
Name designating the main gods of pre-Columbian Mexican Indians.

guau
Wow, it's the onomatopoeia that mimics the barking of the dog. 

guayabera
It is a shirt, usually white or beige, with short or long sleeves, equipped with four pockets, which is used outside the
trousers. 

guayabo
Guayabo.     ( s .   M.  ) 1- Tree that produces guava.    2 - In popular jargon, discomfort experienced by a person after a
night of farra and consumption of abundant liquor. 

guayacol
Guaiacol: m.   (Quim.  ) The pirocatequina monomethyl ester. It is used in the treatment of diseases of the respiratory
tract, for its antiseptic.

guayo
The guayo is a type of footwear that is used for practice or play football.

guayos
The guayos are a type of athletic shoes, which are mainly used to play football.

guámbito
In some departments of Colombia, especially in Santander and Norte de Santander, say guambito or guambita a child.

guere guere
The guere guere is an imaginary creature that is able to eat or destroy something or someone.  Hence derives the
expression " care, that you eat the guere guere ".

guerra de la vendée
War in the Vendée: Name that received the Breton revolution against the French Republic in 1793, which then spread to
the provinces of Anjou and Poitou. Its principal leaders were Cathelineau, Charette, Bonchamp, Lescure and Stoffiet. In
1795, general Hoche availed herself of the religious feeling of the rebels and in return granted them religious freedom,
that they lay down their weapons.

guerra fria
Cold war: Fight between two or more Nations that does not reach the armed conflict, is characterized rather by a
struggle for political, economic, ideological, social, informational, technological and sports;  You can however lead to
violent acts.



guerra fría
A situation of hostility between two nations or between groups of nations, in which, without using weapons, each side
tries to weaken the political regime and the strength of the adversary through propaganda, economic pressure,
espionage, etc. 

guerrear
War: vb.  Fight, be persistent.  2 Fight the life.

guide
Guide , is a word enters that in Spanish is translated : guide . 

guillo
Guillo: Form loving call or refer to William.

guindarejo
In colloquial language, especially in Colombia, it is called guindarejo to any element that hangs from something.

guindarejo
Guindarejo: ( s.m.  ) Rope or hook that is located at the top and used to hang anything.

guionista
A person who makes the script for a film or a radio or television show.

guiso
It is called "stew" to any stewed food, especially when it comes to some type of meat such as beef, chicken, fish,
chicken, rabbit, etc. 

guitarrista
Guitarist : Person playing guitar . 

gurachero
Guarachero and guarachera: 40 follower; ra ) the musical genre known as guaracha, originally from Cuba.

gurachero
Guarachero and guarachera: 40 follower; ra ) the musical genre known as guaracha, originally from Cuba.

gurachero
It must be clarified that the correct word is " guarachero ".

gus
Gus, is the loving way to call or refer to Gustavo.



gusarapo
Gusarapo ( pa ): m. and f. any of the what form of worms, which are bred in the fluids.

gustadera
Gustadera: f. term used in colloquial language as a synonym for sweetie, flavor.

gustito
Gustito : Diminutive of taste . 

güete
Güete is a surname of Spanish origin. 

güevón
Goyvson (and Guevona) It is a missonant word used as an adjective in colloquial language, means : lazy, silly, leandy.

güey
Dude: (And also "ox") in Mexico in colloquial language, this word means: friend, partner.

habitación de ames
An Ames Room is a distorted room that is designed to create an optical illusion that makes seeing a person or thing
greater than another when in fact it is not. It was invented by American ophthalmologist Adelbert Ames Jr. in 1946

habitante de la calle
Gamin. Homeless living in the streets.

hablachento
Hablachento and hablachenta: ( colloquial ) A person who speaks a lot.

habladurías
Talk: f. (Plural ) Such impertinent that "insult". Rumors spreading groundless, things that are and are not at all certain.

hablar a calzón quitado
Talk about two people in front of you to you, clearly.

hablar a calzón quitao
Talk about front, clearly, openly, bluntly.

hablar hasta por los codos
Talk without stopping, echar refrain: "Because it took me on the street, my mom spoke up to the elbows ".

hablar pestes
Speak ill one person of another person.



hacedor
Maker (and doer).    Person who does something . 

hacer alarde
To flaunt a quality or anything else, show it with pride, with vanity.

hacer algo a la topa tolondra
Do it without thinking about it, planning it, or program it. Do it lightly, " to the crazy ".

hacer añicos
Make pieces, chopped or shredded something.

hacer bulla
Bulla is making a fuss, shout.

hacer chichi
Peeing baby or the baby.

hacer chichí
In the colloquial language in Colombia, chichi is urinating.

hacer clic
In computer science, referred to as click, click, click or click to click any of the buttons of the mouse or the computer
mouse to select the object pointed by the cursor or pointer.

hacer conejo
1 - leave a person of a commercial establishment without paying the Bill. It is especially true when you go without paying
the account of a restaurant, canteen, bar, ice cream, etc. 2 - cheating, make tramuyos.

hacer de las suyas
Make and unmake. Usually applies to a person who makes and breaks when you don't have whoever controls it, or the
teenager who acts out of control because it is " loose bride ".

hacer de tripas corazon
The meaning of this expression is: make a great effort to face an obstacle or to achieve a purpose.

hacer el amor con otro
It is a song of the genus ballad, performed by Mexican singer Alejandra Guzmán: " make love with other, non, non, is
not the same thing, there is no pink stars, not exude the pores of body...  " says Alejandra in popular song.

hacer el cajón
In the colloquial language, make the drawer to someone is remove the girlfriend, wife or mistress.



hacer el dos
Do the two: - colloquial expression - accompany someone to do a stagecoach or the realization of a purpose: 'To visit
my grandmother, Lucía made me two '. Synonym: support.

hacer el oso
In colloquial language, making the bear say nonsense, making a fool of yourself, doing or saying something that incites
mockery. 

hacer gala
Do gala: brag about something. Example: "Ana Maria boasts of his long hair ".

hacer gala de algo
Brag, brag about something.

hacer guiños
Flirting: winking. Gesture of close and open an eye quickly, leaving the other open, to make a signal.

hacer hincapié
To stress: stress. Persist or stand firm on one thing, usually in an opinion or idea.

hacer la cobra
Make the cobra: in Spain is thus called to action move your head backward or sideways to avoid or reject a kiss.

hacer la rata
do rat is incorrectly written and it should be written as"the rat" being its meaning:<br>Absent from school without any
reason. Colloquial expression used in Argentina, which in Colombia is equivalent to " throw cam ".

hacer maletas
1- Prepare the luggage for a trip, run or excursion.   2- Prepare to leave a place, or to leave some position or job. 

hacer papilla
In the colloquial language, "making porridge" is to damage or shatter something, shatter it.

hacer picadillo a alguien
Slice and dice: Cut a plant, an animal or anything else.

hacer relajo
Make relaxation is disorder.

hacer un catorce
In Cali (Colombia) to make a fourteen is to do a favor. 



hacer una empanada
In the colloquial language, making a pie is to do something wrong, make it to the brave.

hacer votos
Make a vow is pray to God or to express the desire that one thing is fulfilled.

hacerse chichí
Wetting the baby while you sleep.

hacerse el de la vista gorda
Make believe a person who is not taken account of something happening. Simulate that failure to observe something
that is actually watching.

hacerse el de los oidos sordos
It is a colloquial expression. Appear to a person who has not heard something or that has not noticed any fact or any
situation, usually negative.

hachar
Hachar : ( v .  Tr.  ) Cut or till the wood using an axe.

hachear
Hachear : ( v .  Tr.  ) Cut the wood using an axe.

hackear
Hack: Intervene or illegal access to a system or computer program, in order to manipulate it or alter it. This action is
performed by a " hacker " usually with bad intentions.

hacker
Hacker: adj.   ( pronounce jaquer ) A person who is dedicated to illegally access computer non-systems, in order to
manipulate them and speak to them. Synonym: hacker.

hacker
Hacker: adj.   ( pronounce jaquer )  A person who engages in illegal access to systems or software outside, in order to
manipulate them, intervene them or alter them. Synonym: Hacker.

halógenos
Halogens: m.   (Quim.  )  Name given to the chemical elements forming Group VII-B of the periodic table: fluorine,
chlorine, bromine, iodine, and astatine. Are they all non-metals and electronegative. They present a great oxidizer
character, because of its ease to form monovalent anions. They form strong hidracidos. When they work with positive
valences are compounds called halides.

hambrecita
Diminutive of hunger.



hamburguesa
A hamburger is a food made with two round slices of bread between which other ingredients such as beef, onion,
tomato, parsley, mustard, lettuce, among others. 

hamponil
Belonging or relating to the underworld.

happy new year!
English expression which in Spanish translates: happy new year!

harakiri
Harakiri: m.   ( voice food ) Form of suicide, particularly from the Japanese, which consists of open belly horizontally
from left to right.

harem
Harem ( or harem) 1- In Muslim countries, place of the house intended for women.    2- In Muslim countries, a group of
women who live in a house as wives of a man.

harmodio
Sing: Young Athenian which according to Aristogeiton gave death to the tyrant Hipparchus in 514 BC.

hartón
Harton ( na ) .     1- Person who eats excessively.    Synonyms : Glutton , comilón .     2- The hartón banana is a green
and large banana that can be prepared and eaten in various ways. 

hasta el sol de hoy
Until the Sun today: up to the present, to the present day.

hasta la fecha
To the present day.

hasta la vista, baby
Hasta la vista, baby!: famous phrase made popular by actor Arnord Schwarzenegger in the movie The Terminator (The
exterminator ) and that means see you later, baby.

hasta las cartolas
Colombia says " to Crown " and means: be someone tired, bored or tired of something or someone.

hasta las tetas
Up to her tits: Is a colloquial phrase that expresses itself to give to understand that something is full, there are many
people. For example: " the bus went to the tits!  " or "I could not buy the jean because the warehouse was up to 34 tits;.

hazañoso



Hazanoso, sa: who is happy to have reached an achievement or for having a new object: Pedro is hazanoso because
he bought a new motorcycle. Synonym: Azaroso.   (These two terms are used in the colloquial language ).

heavy metal
Heavy metal (heavy metal), also called heavy rock is a type of "heavy" music characterized by aggressive beats and
loud sounds, produced by the use of highly amplified and distorted guitars, double pedal batteries, electric bass, in Tre
other instruments.

hebe
Hebe: ( MIT.  ) Daughter of Hera and Zeus.

hecharlo todo al traste
Perhaps you mean throw it all ruined. Meaning: Wreck, damaging or echar a perder, an initiative, process or project,
destroy it, abort it.

hecho de sangre
A deed of blood, known in the newspaper reports as fact red Chronicle, is a violent fact where are people injured or
killed by melee weapon or firearm.

hecho pedazos
Be someone made pieces is to be desperate or crestfallen by grief or sadness.

hecho punible
Fact, action or punishable conduct: action and conduct that deserve to be punished and punished.

hectolitro
Hectolitro ( s .   M.  ) Measurement of symbol capacity hl , which is equivalent to 100 liters .

hectómetro
Hectometer : ( s .   M.  )  .    Measurement of symbol length hm, which is equivalent to 100 meters.

heladero
Ice cream maker (and ice cream maker).   A person who makes or sells ice cream or owns an ice cream parlor. 

helioterapia
Heliotherapy: f. healing method that is exposed to the action of the Sun's rays throughout the body of the sick or part of
it.

heliotropismo
Communality: m.   ( Biol.  ) That they have some animal and vegetable organisms or part thereof, which is oriented
towards the light or property in contrast to it, which is called heliotropism, positive and negative, respectively.


